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each of which was fed with (+) or without (-) 0.5% JTT from 3.5 weeks of age until the 143 mice were 7 weeks old. 144
First, to examine the extent of aging of liver tissue in klotho mice, we looked for 145 histological changes at 7 weeks of age relative to liver tissue in WT mice. Fig. 1C  146 shows that there was no such alteration, indicating that the liver did not exhibit a 147 senescent phenotype at this age. Second, we chose several proteins and examined their 148 protein level by performing western blotting analysis (Fig. 1D ). The representative 149 proteins are DDX5, SRSF6, and NXF1, all of which are splicing-related genes, and 150 PPARD and SIRT7, both of which are involved in metabolic pathways of the liver. 151 NDUFS2 is the core subunit of the mitochondrial Complex1, and LXRβ is encoded by 152
Nr1h2 and regulates macrophage function. GAPDH was used as the loading control. 153
Furthermore, we checked the expression of RGN/SMP30, a marker of senescence 154 whose expression decreases with aging (Maruyama et al., 2010) ( Fig. 1E ). There was no 155 observable difference in the expression of these proteins between KL-and WT-( Fig.  156 1DE), and thus we can conclude that the klotho mouse liver at 7 weeks of age does not 157
show clear signs of aging. 158 159
Metabolome analysis shows that klotho mice at 7 weeks of age express starvation-160 like characteristics 161 162
To look for possible internal changes in the liver that could describe the pre-disease 163 state in this earlier stage of aging, we investigated 110 metabolites of the liver using 164 CE-TOFMS (CE: capillary electrophoresis, TOFMS: time-of-flight mass spectrometry), 165 and compared metabolite levels between KL-and WT-, the comparison of which is a 166 measure of senescence. Among 12 metabolites that showed such differences, the data 167 for 7 metabolites (P < 0.05) are shown in Fig. 2 . Remarkably, 3-hydroxybutyric acid HBA) was significantly increased in KL-( Fig. 2A) , to a level 2.5 times higher than that 169 in WT-. 3-HBA is synthesized in the liver from fatty acid as one of the ketone bodies 170 under conditions of starvation and can be used as an energy source when blood glucose 171 is low (Fukao et al., 2014) . Consistent with this, certain intermediate metabolites of 172 glycolysis, namely glucose 1-phosphate, fructose 1,6-diphosphate, dihydroxyacetone 173 phosphate, lactic acid, CoA divalent, and alanine in KL-were significantly decreased as 174 compared with their levels in WT- (Fig. 2B) . These data suggest that klotho mice are 175 undergoing a fasting state, in spite of the presence of ample food, during which the 176 synthesis of 3-HBA is activated. Accordingly, an increase in 3-HBA and a reduction in 177 glycolysis in KL-might be representative of senescence in klotho mice. Knowing that the liver of klotho mice is under the starvation-like condition, we 182 performed RNA-seq analysis to look for a possible alteration of the gene expression 183 level in the liver during the pre-disease state. From liver collected from KL+, 184 WT+ and WT-, we isolated the mRNAs and then sequenced them. scaling confirmed the consistency of each dataset (Fig. S1A ). In addition, 186 transcriptomes from individual organs from KL+ and KL-indicated that JTT induced 187 extensive transcriptome changes (Fig. S1B) . 188
We then extracted a down-regulated gene set and an up-regulated gene set in from the comparison of WT-(1228 genes and 1352 genes, respectively; Fig. 190 3A). The former represents genes whose expression decreased in the liver probably due 191 to aging-related deterioration, and the latter represents genes whose expression 192 increased possibly reflecting an adaptive response to aging. To characterize enriched 193 cell types in these genes, we performed a cell type enrichment (Cten) analysis 194 (Shoemaker et al., 2012) by using the software provided by these authors, in which, for 195 each cell type, a transcript was defined as a highly expressed cell-specific gene in that 196 cell if it had an expression value at least 15´ greater than its median expression value 197 across all cells examined. The software can accurately identify the appropriate cell type 198 in a highly heterogeneous environment and provides insight into the suggested level of 199 enrichment to minimize the number of false discoveries. Fig. 3C shows that liver-200 specific genes were especially enriched among the genes whose expression decreased 201 during aging, suggesting that liver function was reduced during aging. In contrast, a 202 variety of non-liver-specific cell types were enriched among those genes whose 203 expression increased during aging ( Fig. 3D ). It should be noted that several 204 macrophage-related cells were enriched in these increased genes, consistent with the 205 generally believed notion that the aging process activates innate immunity in spite of its 206 severe deterioration of adaptive immunity (Solana et al., 2006) . 207 208
DEG analysis shows the improvement in liver function as a result of JTT 209 administration 210 211
To examine the influence of administration of JTT on the gene expression level in the 212 livers of klotho mice, we extracted the set of genes that were up-regulated and down-213 regulated in KL+ after administration of JTT from the comparison of KL+ and KL-214 (532 genes and 412 genes, respectively; Fig. 3B ). Cten analysis of the up-regulated 215 genes demonstrated that liver-specific genes were highly enriched ( Fig. 3E ), whereas 216 that of down-regulated did not exhibit any enrich https://orcid.org/0000-0002-3655-217 8060 218 ent. A comparison of the up-regulated gene set from the comparison of KL+ and KL-219 (532 genes) and the down-regulated gene set in KL-from the comparison of KL-and 220 WT-(1228 genes) resulted in 213 DEGs, each of which exhibits the clear recovery 221 pattern from the decreased level of KL-to the level of WT-in the KL+ (Fig. 3F) . Fig.  222 3G shows a boxplot summarizing the expression of 213 genes. Each data point was 223 normalized to the average expression level of each gene, and all the data were summed. 224
By using these genes, we performed a Cten analysis as shown in Fig. 3H and showed 225 that liver-specific functions are highly enriched in the 213 genes. We then extracted GO 226 terms enriched for these genes. Fig. 3I shows that genes related to liver-specific 227 functions, including metabolic process, flavonoid biosynthetic process, flavonoid 228 glucuronidation, and lipid metabolic process, were enriched, suggesting that the liver 229 functions were recovered by administration of JTT. 230 231
IR and its recovery after administration of JTT is most prominent in the liver 232 233
Knowing that klotho mice at 7 weeks of age represent a starvation-like state and that 234 their liver-specific functions at that time might be reduced due to the decreased 235 expression of liver-specific genes, we looked for possible changes in alternative splicing 236 at this age because it is known that several stresses can change alternative splicing 237 patterns (Boutz et al., 2015 , Ninomiya et al., 2011 , Shalgi et al., 2014 ; see later 238 discussion). We performed RNA-seq analysis in additional three organs, namely, blood, 239 kidney and heart for comparison. 240
To identify what type of alternative splicing is most prominent in the four organs 241 examined here, we first analyzed five types of alternative splicing, namely alternative 5' 242 splice site, alternative 3' splice site, skipped exon (SE), IR, and mutually exclusive 243 exons, between KL+ and KL-by using rMATS (Table 1-1). SE and IR were the most 244 prominent types of alternative splicing among the four organs. Noticeably, a change in 245 the frequency of IR in the liver was the most prominent effect followed by that in the 246 blood (Table 1-1) . 247
We then calculated the difference in the frequency of IR in comparisons among 248 KL+, KL-, WT+, and WT-with the criteria of P < 0.01 (Table 1 -2). We first noticed a 249 difference in the frequency of retained introns for the comparison between KL+ and 250 WT-was noted for only 59 loci, whereas that for KL-and WT-was noted for 212 loci. 251
The comparison between KL+ and WT-is a measure of the effect of JTT over 252 senescence, whereas the comparison between KL-and WT-measures the effect of the 253 senescence level in terms of the extent of retained introns accumulated during aging in 254 klotho mice. The above data suggest that the administration of JTT shifted the AS 255 pattern in klotho mice to be more similar to that of WT mice. 256
The 142 IR loci (Table 1 -1 & -2) that were differentially affected between KL+ and 257 KL-in the liver included those genes for which the frequency of IR was decreased with 258 JTT in KL+ (132 loci; designated as "DecIR" type) and those genes for which the 259 frequency of IR was increased with JTT in KL+ (10 loci; designated as "IncIR" type) 260 ( Fig. 4A ). Likewise, the comparison between KL+ and KL-for the other three organs 261 showed a number of differential IR loci that could be divided into these two types. The 262 liver and blood exhibited higher values in the DecIR type as compared with the IncIR 263 type, whereas the other two organs, kidney and heart, had comparable values for DecIR 264
and IncIR (Fig. 4A ). From these data, we designated liver and blood as two target 265 organs for JTT. Since we showed that the liver-specific function was recovered by 266 administration of JTT (see above), we focused in particular on the analyses of genes that 267 underwent a decrease in IR in the liver in response to JTT. 268 269
Analysis of IR-recovered genes in the liver 270 271
To demonstrate our strategy for evaluating the extent of IR, we first show an example 272 based on the data for Anxa11 expression in the liver (Fig. 4C ). Anxa11 plays an 273 important role in cell division, Ca 2+ signaling, vesicle trafficking, and apoptosis (Han et 274 al., 2017) . Sequenced Anxa11 transcripts showed extensive accumulation of a retained 275 intron in KL-, whereas this intron was retained to a lesser extent for KL+ and WT-276 ( Fig. 4Ci) . 277
Then, to analyze IR of Anxa11 mathematically, we calculated the read counts of 278 skipping junctions (SJCs) and those of inclusion junctions (IJCs) for KL+, KL-, and 279
WT-( Fig. 4Cii ) according to the strategy illustrated by rMATS ( Fig. 4B ). For KL+, we 280 then took the base-2 logarithm of the SJC/IJC ratio, which gives the fold change 281 (hereafter designated as FC) between the SJC and IJC at the intron junction (the thick 282 black bars in Fig. 4Ci ). The same process was carried out for KL-and WT-, and the FC 283 values for KL+, KL-, and WT-were compared. The lower FC value for KL-was 284 recovered in KL+ to the same level as that of WT- (Fig. 4Ciii ). The V shape of this bar 285 plot indicated a recovery from the senescence-type IR to the healthy-type IR after JTT 286 administration (see below). 287
As was described above, we first obtained the DecIR type (132 loci, 124 genes) in 288 klotho mice caused by JTT administration by comparing KL+ vs KL-. This simply 289 represents the recovery of retained introns in KL+. Then, we obtained the IncIR type 290 (190 loci, 180 genes) in klotho mice by comparing KL-vs WT-. This represents a 291 measure of the senescence-related changes in retained introns. Accordingly, the 292 comparison between these two types allowed us to highlight the effect of JTT at 7 293 weeks of age as shown in a Venn diagram (Fig. 5A ). The overlapping 70 loci (67 genes) 294 represent the "complete recovery" loci, which are defined as those with significant 295 differences between KL+ and KL-and between KL-and WT-, but with FC values for 296 KL+ and WT-that were similar. The non-overlapping 62 (61 genes) and 120 loci (115 297 genes) represent "partial recovery" and "no recovery" loci, respectively. Fig. 5B shows a 298 heatmap of the 70 "complete recovery" loci, each of which represents a clear recovery 299 pattern. Fig. 5C is a boxplot of the FC values of KL+, KL-, and WT-for these 70 loci, 300 which shows the typical V-shaped pattern of recovery. Fig. 5D & E show boxplots of 301 the "partial recovery" loci and the "no recovery" loci, respectively. The former 302 represents loci with a significant difference between KL+ and KL-and without a 303 significant difference between KL-and WT-. The latter represents loci with a 304 significant difference between KL-and WT-and without a significant difference 305 between KL+ and KL-. 306 307
Characteristics of loci with retained introns in the liver 308 309
We next characterized introns among the 70 "complete recovery" loci, the 120 "no 310
recovery" loci and all other genes (~250,000 loci) expressed in the liver. The average 311 length of introns from the "complete recovery" and "no recovery" loci was significantly 312
shorter than that of all other introns ( Fig. 6A ). There was, however, no significant 313 difference in intron length between the "complete recovery" and "no recovery" loci, 314 suggesting that the "complete recovery" loci were not selectively discriminated from the 315 "no recovery" loci during the recovery process associated with JTT administration. The 316 GC content of introns associated with the "complete recovery" and "no recovery" 317 groups was significantly higher than that of all other liver-related introns (Fig. 6B ). 318
Also, there was no significant difference between "complete recovery" and "no 319 recovery" introns in this respect, suggesting that GC content was not linked to recovery 320 status among IR loci. Then, we examined the strength of 5' and 3' splice sites by 321 calculating scores for these splice sites using the software MaxEntScan. The 5' splice 322 sites of introns of the "complete recovery" and "no recovery" loci were slightly but 323 significantly weaker than those of all other liver-related introns (Fig. 6C ), but we found 324 no such differences at the 3' splice sites (Fig. 6D ). These characteristics of introns at 325 IR loci were observed in the three additional organs (see below and Fig. S2A -D) 326
and are consistent with previous data (Braunschweig et al., 2014) . Thus, loci with 327 shorter intron lengths, a higher GC content, and a weaker splicing score at the 5' site 328
have a tendency to have retained introns, but these are not characteristics that make 329 retained introns more likely to undergo recovery in the presence of JTT in the klotho 330 mice. We also confirmed the susceptibility of introns to IR in genes in terms of their 331 shorter intron length, higher GC content, and weaker intron score at the 5' splice site in 332 the other three organs ( Fig. S2A -D) as was shown in the case of liver ( Fig. 6 ). 333
Next, we searched for possible enrichment of binding sites for RNA-binding 334 proteins in the introns, as these are known to influence splice site selection and are 335 required for splicing (Padgett et al., 1986,Patel and Steitz, 2003) . Binding sites for five 336 RNA-binding proteins were especially enriched in introns among the 70 "complete 337 recovery" loci but not among the 120 "no recovery" loci ( Fig. 6E ). This suggests that 338 genes expressed in the liver were more likely to recover from IR after JTT treatment if 339 they had these RNA-binding sites. Likewise, we examined the tendency for enrichment 340 for transcription factors (TFs) that bind to promoter regions in liver and in blood. 341
Binding sites for four TFs (Hoxa10, Hoxd12, Hoxd10, and Hoxd13) were especially 342 enriched in "complete recovery" genes in comparison with "no recovery genes" in liver 343 ( Fig. 6F ). 344 345
Validation of IR-recovered genes in the liver by using RT-PCR 346 347
Eleven genes were chosen for Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) mapping and RT-348 PCR, which confirmed the recovery of IR upon JTT administration (Fig. 7, Fig. S3 ). 349
These genes are involved in RNA splicing (Ddx5, Srsf5) and typical liver functions such 350 as glucose and fatty acid metabolic pathways (Sirt7, Acadm, Decr2, Gnmt), lipid 351 metabolic processes (Acadm), heme biosynthesis and bile acid production (Cyp27a1, 352
Hsd3b7), and oxidation-reduction processes (Acadm, Cyp27a1, Hsd3b7). processing are susceptible to IR during the aging process, and these retained introns 362 tend to be recovered by JTT (i.e., the red and blue bars are comparable; Fig. 8A ). The 363 tendency of genes involved in these processes to be susceptible to IR during aging is 364 consistent with a previous study (Zane et al., 2014) . These splicing-related genes can 365 control the expression of downstream genes through the regulation of their alternative 366 splicing. We defined 250 genes as potential splicing-related genes to highlight their 367 importance in the regulation of alternative splicing (see Methods for the definition of 368 splicing-related genes). They included almost all the spliceosomal proteins and 369 spliceosome regulatory proteins. Among 368 gene loci that exhibited a difference in 370 alternative splicing for the comparison of KL+ and KL-in the liver (Table 1 -2), 19 371 genes (data not shown) were detected among the list of 250 potential splicing-related 372 genes. Among these 19 genes, 9 potential splicing-related genes in the liver were 373 subjected to IR, all of which exhibited the recovery pattern in terms of the comparison 374 in the FC among KL+, KL-, and WT-( Table 2) appears to work in the direction of recovery, especially for potential splicing-related 378
genes. 379
Second, in addition to the recovery of IR for genes related to RNA splicing and 380 RNA processing, IR recovery was not evenly distributed among genes that accumulated 381 retained introns during aging but instead occurred selectively among liver-specific 382 genes. This conclusion was more obvious when loci of "complete recovery" (70 loci) 383
and "no recovery" (120 loci) were compared (Fig. 8B ). The GO terms metabolic 384 process, oxidation-reduction process, carbohydrate metabolic process, and regulation of 385 gluconeogenesis, which represent major functions of the liver, were enriched among 386 genes that underwent "complete recovery" (i.e., red bars), whereas genes in the "no 387 recovery" group are associated with more general functions such as translation, protein 388 transport, and apoptosis (i.e., blue bars). These data suggest that, among genes 389 susceptible to IR during aging, the liver-specific genes selectively underwent a shift in 390 retained introns from the senescent state to the normal state after administration of JTT. 391
To further confirm that the recovery of retained introns by administration of JTT 392 occurred in liver-specific genes, Cten analysis was performed as shown in Fig. 8C . 393
Genes with "complete recovery" were significantly enriched among liver-specific genes 394 (-log10 P = 6.040), confirming that the IR recovery from aging specifically occurred in 395 liver-specific genes. 396 397
Biological function of IR-recovered genes in the blood 398 399
To examine the characteristics of recovered genes among the other three organs, GO 400 analysis was performed for these organs, but only in the case of blood was the 401 significant enrichment of pathways with P < 0.05 observed (data not shown). GO 402 analysis for genes expressed in the blood that recovered from IR after JTT 403 administration indicated that the terms for immune system process and adaptive 404 immune response ( Fig. S4B ) were significantly enriched. 405 406
Overlapping IR-recovered genes between liver and blood 407 408
In addition to organ-specific genes with recovered IR, 11 genes that underwent IR 409 recovery were expressed in both the liver and blood (Fig. 8E, Fig. S5A ). Fig. S5B  410 shows the patterns of IR recovery of genes that occurred in both of these organs. 411
Independent occurrence of recovery in different organs strongly suggests the 412 importance of the recovery of these genes for the organism. Among these 11 genes, 413 four splicing-related genes (Sf3b1, Ddx5, Srsf5, and Srsf6) were included, again 414 highlighting the importance of the recovery of these genes. Among the remaining 415 seven genes, we paid attention in particular to the following five genes, namely Nr1h2 416 (LXRβ), Faah, Gdi1, Idh3g, and Sh3glb2 (EB2). Nr1h2 is a key regulator gene in 417 macrophage function (Zelcer and Tontonoz, 2006) . Faah is connected with 418 macrophage function through lipid metabolism (Xu et al., 2017) , and Gdi1 is 419 connected with interferon-γ activity through innate immunity (Ohshima et al., 420 2015) . Idh3g and Sh3glb2 (EB2) are involved in mitochondrial function (Fino et al., 421 2017) . Considering that one of the prominent functions of JTT has been the activation 422 of the innate immune system, especially macrophage function, the recovery of IR 423 of Nr1h2 (LXRβ), Faah, and Gdi1 is especially interesting. We first examined enrichment for TF-binding sites in the promoter region spanning 429 500 bp upstream from the transcription start site in the IR-increased genes in the liver 430 (180 genes, 190 loci) and in the blood (12 genes, 12 loci), categorized as IncIR.KL-vs 431 WT- (Fig. 9A) . This type of data shows which TFs were possibly involved in the 432 generation of retained introns that increased during progression of the pre-disease 433 process. Most TFs were organ specific, as only two TFs, SPDEF and Sp1, were shared 434 among genes in both organs, suggesting that they play a more general role in aging. We 435 then examined enrichment for the binding sites of TFs in the IR-recovered genes in the 436 liver (124 genes, 132 loci) and in the blood (39 genes, 40 loci), categorized as 437
DecIR.KL+ vs KL- (Fig. 9B ). These data clearly showed that different sets of TFs were 438 used for transcription in IR-recovered genes in liver and in blood. It has been proposed that retained intron accumulation is a signature for aging 463 (Adusumalli et al., 2019 , Huan Li, 2017 , Stegeman and Weake, 2017 . In the present 464 study, we clearly demonstrated that IR occurs during the pre-disease state when neither 465 pathological alterations nor a difference in protein level could be observed. We 466 speculated that some disruption of homeostasis induced by a change in metabolites 467 triggered IR as a result of a stress during this earlier stage of aging. As shown in Fig.  468 2A, a significant increase in 3-HBA and decreases in intermediate metabolites of 469 glycolysis in KL- (Fig. 2B) suggest that the liver at this stage is subjected to starvation-470 like conditions, providing the possibility that this starvation-like state is a stress signal 471 that triggers intron retention. Also, the decrease in 3-HBA in KL+, even if not 472 statistically significant, suggests at least a partial recovery from a starvation-like 473
condition. In addition, metabolome analysis also showed that the concentrations of 474 several nucleotides that are precursors of RNA were lower in KL- (Fig. 2C ) relative to 475 that in WT-, suggesting that this also triggered intron retention. It is interesting to note 476 that the concentrations of some of these precursors recovered in KL+ to WT levels. 477
Accordingly, it is possible that the recovery of these precursors after the administration 478 of JTT affected the 180 IR-increased genes to reduce some of these retained introns to 479 the normal state, although this does not necessarily explain the reason why retained 480 introns of only a specific subset of genes were recovered to the normal state by JTT (see 481 the later discussion below). Sf3b1, Srsf5, and Srsf6 were included in these IR-recovered genes ( Table 2 ). Splicing-488 related genes are vulnerable to disruption of homeostasis in many systems, including 489 cancer Bradley, 2015, Zhang and Manley, 2013) , aging (Deschenes and 490 Chabot, 2017) , and several stresses (Monteuuis et al., 2019 , Shalgi et al., 2014 . It is 491 possible that the IR recovery of some of these splicing-related genes reflects the 492 recovery of the normal splicing ability in KL+ after administration of JTT (see the later 493 discussion below). 494
In addition to genes involved in splicing, retained introns of genes involved in 495 lipid/glucose metabolism such as Sirt7, Decr2, Acadm, Adipor1, Ppard, Nr1h2 (LXRβ), 496
and Faah were recovered (Fig. 10A ). They are relevant to hepatic metabolic pathways 497 involving glucose and fatty acids. Under fasting or starvation conditions, endogenous 498 glucose is mainly produced by a breakdown of glycogen and gluconeogenesis in the 499 liver and is metabolized into pyruvate, which is used to generate ATP through the 500 tricarboxylic acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria (Nishi et al., 501 2017 ). In addition, fatty acids are oxidized through hepatic mitochondrial β-oxidation to 502 generate ketone bodies. Thus, liver-produced glucose and ketone bodies provide 503 essential sources of energy for extrahepatic tissues during fasting and starvation (Rui, 504 2014) . Metabolome analysis showed that the condition of the liver in KL-resembled 505 starvation and that the condition of the liver in KL+ was improved, suggesting that the 506 improvement in the condition of KL+ triggered a cue for the recovery of IR of these 507
genes (see the model proposed below). 508
In addition to genes belonging to these two categories, a few genes involving 509 mitochondrial processes and immune system and macrophage processes are also 510 included in these IR-recovered genes. These are listed and referenced in the legend of 511 Before discussing a model concerning the mechanism by which only certain genes 519 undergo IR recovery in response to JTT, we highlight the results of 213 genes from the 520 DEG analysis, the expression levels of which were down-regulated in KL-and were 521 recovered to the level of WT-in KL+ (Fig.3G ). GO analysis of these genes showed that 522 metabolic processes and glucuronidation in the liver likely were up-regulated in KL+ 523 and had recovered after administration of JTT from the down-regulated state in KL-524 ( Fig. 3I) . 525
There are many clinical and basic scientific reports on the improvement of liver 526 functions by JTT, typically exemplified by reports that JTT can protect the liver from 527 injury by chemicals administered to patients with cancer or other diseases. A few 528 examples are listed below (others are listed in the legend for Fig. 10A ). JTT protects 529 against isoniazid/rifampicin-induced hepatic injury by modulating oxidative stress and 530 inflammatory responses (Yoshioka et al., 2019) . JTT exerts protective effects against 531 alcohol-induced liver disease by modulating oxidative stress and the inflammatory 532 response (Fukaya et al., 2018) . JTT has the potential to protect against bromobenzene-533 induced hepatotoxicity and to modulate oxidative stress (Yoshioka et al., 2016) . The 534 presence of such a variety of reports convinced us that an improvement in liver 535 function, especially metabolic activities, is one of the major effects of JTT. These 536 published data are consistent with our DEG data described above. 537 538 A model to explain the reason why IR in a specific subset of genes involving liver 539 metabolism was recovered 540 541
As was mentioned in the Introduction, IR has been considered to be harmful to the 542 organism (Weischenfeldt et al., 2005) . Recent global screens across many cells and 543 tissue types from humans and mice, however, have gradually revealed the role of IR as 544 a negative regulator of gene expression that is integrated into a regulatory network of 545
RNA processing and has functional significance (Braunschweig et al., 2014 , Jacob and 546 Smith, 2017 , Liu et al., 2017 . Recent studies have shown that programmed IR is a 547 critical regulatory pathway in normal development and differentiation, such as in 548 granulocyte differentiation (Wong et al., 2013) , terminal erythroid differentiation 549 (Pimentel et al., 2016) , male germ cell differentiation (Naro et al., 2017) and B cell 550 development (Ullrich & Guigo, 2019) . The fact that IR within the cyclin A2 gene 551 induces G1/S arrest in differentiated human tissues suggests that IR may play a role in 552 cell differentiation and senescence through regulation of the cell cycle (Honda et al., 553 2012) . 554
During the heat shock response in mice, there is widespread retention of introns in 555 transcripts from 1,700 genes, which are enriched for tRNA synthetase, nuclear pore, and 556 spliceosome functions. These transcripts with retained introns are, for the most part, 557 nuclear and untranslated. These splicing-inhibited transcripts induced by heat shock 558 stress are mostly spliced post-transcriptionally, in contrast to other normal splicing that 559 occurs co-transcriptionally (Shalgi et al., 2014) . These nuclear retained transcripts are 560 presumed to await a signal for splicing that is cued by the release from the stress (Jacob 561 and Smith, 2017). The presence of other similar examples (Boutz et al., 2015 , Ninomiya 562 et al., 2011 of stress-induced regulation of intron retention suggests that this regulatory 563 mechanism contributes to a wide range of gene expression. 564
As aging is also a kind of stress, we considered intron retention during aging as 565 analogous to that which occurs during the heat shock response as described above. Fig.  566 10C(i) shows a model for the case of KL-in that transcripts with IR are retained in the 567 nucleus upon the stress signal of aging such that global metabolic activity in liver cells 568 is repressed to save energy. After administration of JTT, as liver-specific metabolic 569 functions are recovered to some extent as described above, improvement in metabolic 570 activity results in a signal to the liver cells to recover these retained introns by sending a 571 cue for post-transcriptional splicing (Fig. 10C(ii) ). If this model is correct, we can 572 determine which pathways in the cells are improved by knowing which functions the 573 IR-recovered genes are involved in. In the present case, the recovery of retained introns 574 of genes involved in lipid/glucose metabolic pathways (Fig. 10A) suggests that the 575 liver-specific metabolic functions were recovered. Genes detected by DEG data (Fig. 3F  576   G) , the Cten analysis (Fig. 3H) , and its GO analysis (Fig. 3I ) confirmed that this is the 577 case. Also, the recovery of retained introns of genes involved in splicing pathways (Fig.  578 8A) suggests that splicing functions were recovered, at least in part. In addition, since a 579 few genes involving mitochondrial processes and immune system and macrophage 580 processes are also included in the IR-recovered genes, we speculate that these functions 581 were also recovered by administration of JTT.
583
The mechanism for aging-related intron retention in transcripts and possible gene 584 specificity of JTT-related recovery 585 586
Regarding the mechanisms related to how transcripts retained their introns and to 587 how a specific group of transcripts was recovered, we suggested above that IR-588 susceptible genes during aging and IR-recovered genes after JTT administration are 589 transcriptionally controlled by a very few TFs that are specific to the liver and blood 590 ( Fig. 9 ). There is emerging evidence that mRNA splicing is controlled by multi-layered 591 mechanisms that involve transcription and epigenetics (Braunschweig et al., 2014 , Lev 592 Maor et al., 2015 , Luco et al., 2011 . Therefore, it is possible that TFs, chromatin 593 constituents, and epigenetic factors such as those related to histone modification and 594 DNA methylation not only control transcription but also regulate splicing (Lev Maor et 595 al., 2015 , Luco et al., 2011 . These factors can affect the rate of RNA polymerase II 596 elongation, which in turn affects the pattern of alternative splicing. Accordingly, it is 597 possible that accumulation of retained introns during aging in klotho mice was caused 598 by a change in the elongation rate of transcription. As shown in Fig. 9 , there are several 599 TF-binding sites that are enriched in the IR-susceptible genes during aging (190 loci, 600 180 genes). Accordingly, an aging signal such as fasting may lead specific TFs to retard 601 the transcription rate, resulting in IR. Also, it is possible that some active ingredients of 602 JTT in cooperation with these TFs could contribute to the recovery of IR. 603
Also, it is interesting to note that the concentration of certain nucleotide diphosphates 604 (UDP and GDP) was decreased in KL-and recovered to WT levels in KL+ (Fig. 3C ). If 605 a low concentration of nucleotides triggers a change in the elongation rate of 606 transcription (Kwak and Lis, 2013) , it is also possible that this may have induced the 607 accumulation of retained introns. The recovery of such concentrations to the normal 608 level in KL+ is consistent with the recovery of retained introns in KL+. 609
Although there are instances in which chemical compounds influence AS by directly 610 interacting with splicing factors (Kataoka, 2017) , there has been no report of changes in 611 AS patterns that result from an interaction with a TF. It is of interest to examine whether 612 active ingredients of a Kampo medicine can interact with TFs to influence AS patterns 613 co-transcriptionally or post-transcriptionally. The current results regarding the reduction 614 of retained introns by JTT will provide a rich resource for the subsequent studies of the 615 regulation of AS. 616 617
Perspective 618 619
This study is the first to shed light on the comprehensive mechanism of a multi-herbal 620 medicine from the viewpoint of systems biology. It is interesting to note that the ancient 621 For purification of the sequencing data, cutadapt v.1.16 (Deschenes and Chabot, 2017 ) 663 was used to remove Illumina adapter sequences, followed by removal of the poly(A) 664 sequence using fastx_clipper software in the fastx toolkit software package v.0.0.14 665 (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/). To remove low-quality bases or sequences, 666 we trimmed the sequences using fastq_quality_trimmer software (parameters: -t 20 -l 30 667 -Q 33) and fastq_quality_filter software (parameters: -q 20 -p 80 -Q 33), both of which 668 are included in the fastx toolkit. During the above processing, any read in which one of 669 the pairs was missing was removed using Trimmomatic v.0.38 (Bolger et al., 2014) . 670
Then, reads containing mouse rRNA, tRNA, or phiX sequences as the control sequence 671 from Illumina were removed using Bowtie 2 v. 2.3.4.1 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) . 672
We then carried out the second round of removal of any unpaired reads using 673 bam2fastq. After completion of these filtering steps, 20 million reads of each of the 674 forward and reverse sequences per sample were mapped to the mouse genome sequence 675 build GRCm38 using Tophat v2.1.1 (Trapnell et al., 2009 ). The mouse genome 676 sequence was downloaded from iGenomes of Illumina 677 (http://jp.support.illumina.com/sequencing/sequencing_software/igenome.html). 678
Multiple mapped reads were removed using samtools (parameters: samtools view -q 4). 679
Uniquely mapped reads were counted by gene annotation (Ensembl release 81) using 680 featureCounts v.1.6.2. The counted values were normalized with the TMM method 681
using EdgeR library in R v.3.5.0 and used for expression analysis. 682 683
Analysis of alternative splicing 684 685
Loci with significantly different splicing patterns with P < 0.01 were detected within 686 six combinations: KL+/KL-, KL+/WT+, KL+/WT-, KL-/WT+, KL-/WT-, and 687 WT+/WT-, where '+' and '-' refer to treatment with and without, respectively, JTT, 688
using rMATS v.4.0.2 (Shen et al., 2014) . Statistical significance was tested using the 689 skipping junction counts (SJCs) and the inclusion junction counts (IJCs) as calculated 690 by rMATS at the corresponding loci. We checked the mapping status and generated the 691 mapping result view using IGV (http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/) 692 (Robinson et al., 2011) . 693 694
Analysis of characteristics for the IR gene group 695 696
We analyzed enriched gene functions and pathways at 142 loci (134 genes) at which 697 significantly different IR events were detected between KL+ and KL-using DAVID ver For the evaluation of splice site strength, maximum entropy scores for 5' and 3' splice 704 sites were calculated using MaxEntScan (Yeo and Burge, 2004) . 705 706
Motif analysis 707 708
For the comparison of protein-binding motifs in the mRNA, we compared motifs with 709 the ATtRACT database of RNA-biding proteins and their associated motifs (Giudice et 710 al., 2016) . We compared TF-binding sites using HOMER (Heinz et al., 2010) with 711 default parameters. All detected motifs were then compared using Fisher's test. 712 713
Definition of potential splicing-related genes 714 715
The KEGG pathway lists ~140 proteins as spliceosomal proteins, and we then added 716 109 genes from the Gene Ontology (GO) list (GO:0000398) of mRNA splicing via 717 spliceosome. We also added 66 genes from the GO list (GO:0003729) of mRNA 718 binding and 180 genes from the GO list (GO:0006397) of mRNA processing, both of 719 which were chosen to overlap with genes listed by Han et al. (2017) that were selected 720 based on the criterion that a knock-down experiment influenced their alternative 721 splicing. After removing duplicates, we ultimately defined 250 genes as potential 722 splicing-related genes in this analysis. They included almost all the spliceosomal 723 proteins and spliceosome regulatory proteins. 724 725
Reverse transcription PCR amplification of IR loci 726 727
The extracted RNA was treated with Recombinant DNase I (Takara Bio, Japan) to 728 digest the remaining genomic DNA and was purified by phenol/chloroform/isoamyl 729 alcohol (25:24:21) and ethanol precipitation. The purified RNA was reverse transcribed 730 using High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kits (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 731
Primers were prepared in exons adjacent to the IR locus, and PCR amplification was 732 performed using the cDNA. Reaction conditions were as follows: 5 µL 10× PCR buffer 733 (Takara Bio), 5 µL dNTPs (25 mM; Takara Bio), 1 µL primers (10 pmol/µL each 734 primer), 0.2 µL ExTaq DNA polymerase (5 U/µL; Takara Bio), 40 ng of template DNA, 735
and DNase-free water added to a final volume of 50 µL. PCR was performed using 736
GeneAmp PCR system 9700 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with the following conditions: 737 initial annealing at 96°C for 5 min, followed by 25 or 30 cycles (96ºC for 30 sec, 55ºC 738 for 45 sec, 72ºC for 2 min). After a final extension at 72°C for 5 min, the PCR mixtures 739
were held at 4°C. The amplicon was confirmed based on size by TapeStation. The 740 primer set used is listed in supplementary information (SI). Primer sequences were 741 listed in Table S1 . 742 743
Analysis of DEG 744 745
Genes that had significantly differential expression with P < 0.01 in two comparisons, 746 namely KL+/KL-and KL-/WT-, were detected using edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) . 747
The recovered genes that were significantly down-regulated in KL-as compared with 748
WT-and significantly up-regulated in KL+ as compared with KL-were extracted. 749 750
Western blot analysis 751 752
Mouse liver samples were homogenized in ice-cold RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris, 150 mM 753 NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% deoxycholic acid sodium monohydrate, 0.1% SDS, 10 mM 754 NaF, pH 7.4) with a Disposable homogenizer (Nippi BioMasher) (30 strokes), and the 755 homogenates were centrifuged at 10,000 × g and 4°C for 20 min. The protein 756 concentration of each supernatant was measured by the BCA protein assay (Thermo 757 (sc-516102, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), protein bands were detected using ECL Prime 772
Western Blotting Detection Reagents (GE Healthcare). Some of the membranes were 773 probed with anti-GAPDH , which was used as the loading control for other blots in each 774 experiment. The signal intensity was quantified using ImageJ (NIH) or a ChemiDoc 775 system (Bio-Rad). Western blots were repeated a minimum of three times with different 776 animals, and representative blots are shown. 777 778
Data availability 779 780
The original RNA-seq datasets have been deposited in the DDBJ Sequence Read 781
Archive under accession numbers DRR167982-DRR167990, which are linked to the 782
BioProject accession number PRJDB7898. 783 784
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